Example 3: Member picked up and brought in to
complete a TCP, then taken home later in the day.

Burk, Eric
September 24, 2017

Garza, Yolanda

1

1

1

32

34

Telecare & Orange AMHS/EOC
90899-5

Yes

Home - Private Residence

Yes

Yolanda is a 35 y/o single Hispanic female whose Annual Re-Evaluation and Care Plan are due October 1st. This note is to account for 2 round-trips I made from
TAO to Yolanda's R&B -- the first to pick her up and bring her back to TAO so we could work on her plan, the second to take her home when we were finished.

I can't have travel time on the TCP note,
since I did that here at TAO, so I need to
create a separate note for picking the
member up and dropping her off.
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Lighthouse R&B
2255 W. Crestwood Ln.
Anaheim, CA 92804

Burk, Eric
September 24, 2017

Garza, Yolanda

73

73

8

0

81

Telecare & Orange AMHS/EOC
90899-6

Yes

Clinic

Yes

G: Yolanda is a 35 y/o single Hispanic female whose Annual Re-Evaluation and Care Plan are due October 1st. I met with Yolanda at TAO today to develop her new
plan and complete associated documentation.
I: Reviewed Yolanda's prior objectives with her. Objective #1 was to be able to describe 3 techniques she could use to manage her temper. She was able to describe
4 and successfully met this objective. Objective #2 was to volunteer in the community at least 4 hours a week. Yolanda was unable to accomplish this because, in her
words, "I was too distracted by all the problems I'm having with my family." Gathered information, completed MSE and updated CFS. Completed SNAP, Risk
Assessment, and Multnomah Scale. Updated/added PHI releases. Engaged Yolanda in a discussion of her hopes and dreams, her strengths, and her perception of
the barriers she needs to overcome. Helped Yolanda prioritize her needs and create new objectives. Obtained Yolanda's signature on the new CP.
R: Yolanda was guarded at the beginning of the meeting but was able to relax and get involved in creating her new objectives.
P: Plan is to meet with Yolanda next week to prioritize her new objectives and develop a strategy for achieving them.
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